The pose estimation of 3D object of products in production line is needed beforehand. In order to perform shape measurement of objects corresponding to speed of the mass production lines before the contact measurement is done, the information of shape representation and matching of object is required. Objects are compared with its descriptor. The descriptor conceptually subtracted from each other to form a scalar metric. If the value difference is smaller, the object shape is considered closer to each other. The rotation object from its original pose can produce the information to estimate its rotation pose by using the boundary. In this paper, we proposed the method to measure 3D object pose from the designing stage of 3D CAD data.
I. INTRODUCTION
In manufacturing industry, Computer Aided Testing (CAT) is the latest important technology. It's because CAT exists in a final stage in following flow of manufacturing: 1.Design 2.Production 3.Quality Control by Testing. This technology had been developed in order to overcome the former method by 3D Measuring Instrument that consume a lot of time for examine one object. If the object position/pose is known in advance before measurement, much time can be reduced. Moreover if the system is constructed by using comparatively inexpensive methods, the complete testing can be conducted in many production lines such as casting, molding and press. Moreover, the image based measurement method promise high accuracy .The method is using the shape description since it's known as robustness, compactness, low computation complexity and perceptual similarity measurement. Using image based retrieval method we can estimate the pose by optimizing the error between visual input and the projection of the pose to image space. Usually, image features are extracted from visual input to allow more efficient matching. In many literatures, features are often used as edges, silhouettes, color and motion. We focus on edges because they can be easily extracted from image. From this edge, we investigate in details about boundary of object in that image.
In order to that, we need to look on detection of that boundary. In image processing topics, boundary detection is most fundamental problems. Until now many methods have Manuscript received Sept 23, 2009. This work was supported in part by Global COE Program "Frontiers of Intelligent Sensing ", MEXT, Japan.
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Aichi, Japan, email:elmi@ieee.org, (miyake,ima,zhang) @is.pse.tut.ac.jp been introduced in the engineering literature. The object image can be understood from boundary information or region information in practical image. In 3D view of object image we can understand this information through projection system or designing a 3D object through AutoCAD platform. If we can understand the image information through boundary by calculating according some descriptor, surely we can compute the shape of any object easily without pre information beforehand. In previous studies, image feature such as intensity, texture, color, are viewed as boundary [1] . Thus, a variety of operators using the first derivative of the gray scale or texture can be used to detect this discontinuity. To obtain the accuracy of boundary, a refinement of boundary on basis of initial plan is necessary. Statistical methods can also be introduced in boundary detection [2] . This method has modeled the boundary as a deterministic signal and the noise as random signal with distribution function. Other approaches to boundary detection involve the use of transformation. Transformation is including scale change, translation and rotation. Boundary of object can be understood detail after some process of description. The most well known descriptor works on outline or boundary of object such as Fourier descriptor. Fourier descriptor itself fulfilled some criteria of shape representation. Basically, common criteria such invariance to translation, scale, rotation and symmetric transformations, scalability and efficiency, uniqueness and the most is robustness to distortion and noise [1, 4] . Above criteria should be fulfilled for shape representation for reliable shape retrieval and matching [3] .
In this paper, we proposed the method to measure 3D object pose from the designing stage of 3D CAD data into calculation of 3D object feature matching using MATLAB platform for friendly user into production inspection system. In experimental results, we show the effectiveness of this method to provide the information to non-contact measurement based on CAD models data. Our proposed method uses the boundary estimation of CAD data by Fourier Descriptor in order to create image information of shape before it can be using for pose estimation in Computer Aided Testing System.
This paper constituted as follows. Section II, we explain our model design of object using 3D design modeler. Our feature extraction of object is in section III. Section IV, feature classification by boundary based using Fourier descriptor and correlation. The experimental results are shown in section V and we discuss in section VI. Finally the conclusion of the paper is shown in section VII.
II. DESIGNING STAGE
This section describes the model design of CAD data, section A explains the modeler for 3D model built Generate a 3D CAD models for Pose Estimation Elmi Abu Bakar, Tetsuo Miyake, Takashi Imamura and Zhang Zhong, Member, IEEE environment and in section B the interface platform to read from 3D model data into MATLAB environment and rendering projection for model database.
A. Model design
In this work we use Solid Works [7] , a well-known solid modeling CAD system to perform CAD related operation Solid Works uses a feature-based "parametric" approach to modeling and assembling. In the Solid Works 3D modeling environment the creation of a solid or surface typically begins with the definition of topology in either a 2D or 3D sketch. The topology defines the connectivity and certain geometric relationships between vertices and curves both in the sketch and external to the sketch. To this topology are added dimensions, which determine the lengths and sizes for the curves and locations for the vertices in conjunction with topological constraints.
The dimensions, which are added, are termed "parameters" because they can be changed either independently or by "parameters" created prior to their creation. Though, Solid Works as our tool to design the model, other tools such Pro-E, Catia or others also can be used for design according the familiarity of tool application.
In our research we first design our CAD object model by using this 3D modeler. We design from 2D view into 3D view. Since the Solid Works provide an interfacing to the system, so that we are relieved from tedious programming work, such as reading CAD files and identifying individual surfaces. A model typically consists of several individual surfaces, which were generated during the design process. In our research we focused only to generate the 3D model and transform into image range. Our designing stage of research model is considered in a few aspects. First, the aims of model should fulfill the criteria of casting goods that obey the accuracy in shape dimension, corner curve and internal holes existence. 
B. Rendering the models
Data that we created with 3D modeler is saved in stereo lithography (STL) format. STL file describes a raw unstructured triangulated surface by the unit normal and vertices of triangles using a three dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. This format preserved the important information of model that can easily generate model back when it considered necessary. We built the environment using MATLAB program. The model transformation and rendering is applicable by using this algorithm. The projection parameter to view the image is using default parameter of rendering in graphic tools. In Fig. 1 we describe the CAD Models in our database for rendering purpose.
The result of rendering of CAD data into MATLAB platform image has been showed in Fig.2 . In order to plot the model as Fig.2 shown, first we defined the related transformation matrix in our homogenous coordinate system.
With this derivation of transformation we easily parameterize the camera position, orientation, focal length and scaling and translation parameters in the image plane. The illumination using camera light with specific parameter also being applied in the rendering system with consideration of azimuthally and orientation angle of the model view. The actual camera rendering of the CAD model is according to camera parameter from the projection system. In addition, the object is plotted in perspective projection. Fig.3 , shows the rotation angle for rendering the model.
III. FEATURE EXTRACTION
As for the CAD model, the feature of edge also has been processed for image processing to obtain edge image. The input image is model rendering of CAD model. Before we can achieve correct edge detection it is necessary to consider a noise problem to our system. In actual practice of projection often image is projected containing noise. Below section we explain in the details.
Fig. 3. Rotation Angle
A. Noise sensitivity Digital images are sensitive to noise. Noise is the result of errors in the image acquisition process that result in pixel values that do not reflect true intensities of real scene. For example, if the image is acquired directly in a digital format, the mechanism for gathering the data (such as a CCD camera) can introduce noise [5] . For this reason, in order to ensure our algorithm is noise sensitive or not we do apply some noise into rendering image that we produce in chapter III in our preprocessing calculation. In our simulation of object in rotation of 3 axial, we found some rotation pose happen some noise that influence by illumination in rendering system. Also, we added salted noise together with that illumination reflection at object corner to qualify our preprocessing algorithm is suitable in actual condition of projection image.
Here, we made some combination of noise which consist of illumination noise and salted noise in condition which salted noise value at 0.05 and high brightness illumination. In order to remove the noise and to get the smooth outline boundary, here we apply the Histogram Equalization threshold selection on image and to contour the boundary image using Adaptive threshold detector [4] . This noise generation is done in order to understand a real scene of projection in real world.
B. Image processing
The preprocessing of image is done to extract the input image into boundary image or contour image before we calculate the shape description of object. The outline silhouette we choose in our research can be described as single closed curve. The result of the preprocessing is shown in Fig. 4 . For k=0, 1,2,..., N-1. The restored pixel values are exactly the same as the ones that we started with. This coefficients also called Fourier descriptors, describe the shape of the object in frequency domain. The transformation is loss-less since the energy in the frequency domain is the same as the energy in the spatial domain (due to Parseval's thereom) and also the inverse Fourier Transform gives the original boundary function.
D. Boundary Descriptor
Let us consider N points in digital boundary of the shape on x y-plane. Traveling the boundary clockwise keeping constant N seconds and Keep the coordinate every second. So, we have complete set of coordinates describing the boundary. The complex coordinates of the complete boundary can be written as; 
For k=0, 1, 2,...,N-1. which is periodic with N. As stated in above equation, the coordinate system where x-axis treated as real axis and the y-axis as imaginary axis of a sequence of complex numbers. To match the boundary image from database, the representation of edge using above equation can be considered as the boundary function. 
2) Shape matching using Image Correlation:
Typically shape matching measures include cross correlation. Sum of For k=0, 1, 2, ..., N-1. The restored pixel values are exactly the same as the ones that we started with. This coefficients also called Fourier descriptors, describe the shape of the object in frequency domain. The transformation is loss-less since the energy in the frequency domain is the same as the energy in the spatial domain (due to Parseval's theorem) and also the inverse Fourier Transform gives the original boundary function. Sum of absolute differences and the correlation coefficient is usually evaluated mathematically the below equation (5) . Consider a digital image m' (i, j) of size M X N, we determine a region similar to some region m (i, j) of size M X N. In Fig. 5 shows the boundary points for indexing the edge image. Here, we perform the correlation between m' (i, j) and m (i, j) by this where ' m and m is the mean intensity of image ' s and s . The above equation, in facts, represents the ratio between covariance of the two images and the product of their respective standard deviation. Under certain statistical assumptions, the value measured by the correlation coefficient gives linear indication of similarity between images. This is useful in order to quantitatively measure confidence or reliability in a match.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we describe a set of experiments data of CAD model image in our database for evaluating feature classification performance. Our candidate's image is in gray scale images (560 X 420 pixels). The image taken in range of [0,360] for each 1 degree one pose in rotation of Z axis of geometrical system coordinate. Preprocessing the image as mentioned in previous section and calculating the image boundary feature vector in feature classification and feature matching. In order to detail understanding of the characteristic each model of object while rotation is performed the feature matching toward clock wise is considered in this calculation. In this section we present our results for model in database. The Spider object results are shown in Fig.6 and Fig.8 and the Crank Arm object results are shown in Fig.7 and Fig.9 . In each figure, describe in two result which represent the calculation of distance using Euclidean distance and the Correlation shape matching data. The result of rotation of CW direction of each degree is in Fig.6 and Fig.7 we plotted the noise performance for Edge Image with noise and without noise. Our processing algorithm performed well and the graph tendency show almost same. In Fig.8 and Fig.9 we plotted two classification of results of two models. Here, the method using Euclidean distance matching shows the matching against initial pose 0 in four region for Crank Arm object and more than 4 region for Spider Object. A Reason why spider object plotted curve changing in detail because the symmetrical object characteristic. With the consideration of correlation result in same graph plotted, we are able to determine interpolation point each matching set. 
VI. DISCUSSION
In our calculation of boundary edge using Fourier descriptors we found that for rotation estimation of pose against original pose show some change characteristic of every individual pose. In order to measure the correct pose of object rotation we combined two classification methods into consideration. The reason behind this, because each pose of object should bring a numerical value describing its pose. 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the novel method for object pose estimation using 3D CAD model information into silhouette boundary. Descriptors with number low number of coefficients we calculated using equidistant sampling. Two tests set with rotation every 1 degree for 360 poses were used. Adding noise to the silhouette boundary did not affect the recovery performance. Therefore, the proposed method is very effective in practical use. As a future subject, we will consider the actual projection image in 1-degree subsequence with complicated model shape feature classification into calculation.
